
SCRIBE REPORT RUN #1958

Saturday 20 April, 2024

Hares: Not Long Enough & Not Hard Enough

phuket-hhh.com

Not Long Enough, our former GM credited for bringing legalized pot to PH3, and Not 
Hard Enough co-hared today, April 20th, or 4/20, which for those of the early Granola 
culture remember as the police radio call-sign, a “420” marijuana incident.

The carved-out quarry laager site looked down the full length
of the dam and over beautiful Bang Niew reservoir backed
by deep green hills of jungle and rubber.  Score one for the
hares.  Few laagers are as relaxing as this; we even had a
cooling breeze and full shade for our circle.

The downward looking view was entertaining watching
“lost” hashers drive around the fields and lanes searching for
the laager.  Again and again those arriving followed the same
reasoning that since the first HHH from the highway into the
narrow soi had flipped in the wind (obvious) pointing
backward then the second HHH pointing to RIGHT must
also be wrong – so they turned left as hashers overhead
laughed!  Score one for the hares providing entertainment over and over.

The trail was another form of entertainment.  The “420” Hare's instructions got mixed in
the beginning when Repressed One and Fungus headed correctly to the right once down 
the perilous chopped rock steps, however, the next batch down headed left upon 

http://phuket-hhh.com/


correctly hearing “checking”, later strongly denied.  And this is how the in-trail became 
the new out trail as everyone off in reverse.  Later this turned the steep rocky dangerous 
section into a dangerous free fall instead of what should have been a dangerous clawing 
up, small tree handhold by small tree handhold.  So became 20 runners slipping, sliding 
and skidding downward while some were clawing upward because the hare laid a falsie 
exactly here!  Immediately all paper was destroyed. It was like watching a pack of 
monkeys clawing for tubers.  Then the French showed up, walking the run in (our) 
reverse, adding their kids who promptly thought it was an Easter-egg hunt.  Sometimes 
from up in the jungle could be heard loud calls “fuck you Not Long Enough”!  Score 
one for the hares who were listening to all this entertainment from the road below, 
chuckling and drinking beer.

Not to be outdone NLE also was our steward today, pre-blaming steward-chaser Up The 
Back for the late reminder.  NLE then gave the history of April 20 through time and 
history.  Germans were called in for Hitler's birthday, Jaws for the Horizon oil spill and 
Fungus because he can be blamed for everything.  Score one more for the Hare!

Assistance needed, free beer!

While working to  capture our
GM interacting with one of our

hashers and taking pictures from
several perspectives someone,

and we need to know who,
decided to jump their butt in

front of the camera!!

So who's butt is this?  Help ID
and get a free beer in next

week's circle.  We must support
volunteer efforts properly!

All other deeds done well, even over-well when a virgin
had a bucket of water and ice poured down her ample
cleavage.  Score one for the welcoming team.

So the day ended by adding up the scores for: HHH signs;
entertainment with danger on the trails; a beautiful laager
site and great stewarding.  Well, according to Runmaster
Manneken Pis: 1 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 = Hash Shit—and so it
was.  Score One for the Runmaster.  Circle closed.

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus  (more pics)

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=PhuketHashHouseHarriers&set=a.870707975101115

